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AStudent Council
Hopefuls Submit
Letters of Intent
Volume CXVII, Number 19
lepartment after a three-mont- h medical
ave. In January, Brown voluntarily checked
imself into a Cleveland hospital for treat- -
lent of a chemical dependency problem,
an of Students, Thomas Edwards explain- -
a that President Philip H. Jordan, Jr. has
commended Brown's reappointment along
i'h all the other members of the athletic
-- Partment to the Board of Trustees. Ed-ir- ds
emphasized that it is a "matter of pro-
cure that staff employment come before
f trustees" and that the reason for this pro-
cure has no connection to Brown's medical
ave. Then Dean Edwards added that, "dur-- S
Brown's medical leave the college gave
ii support and has no reason not to con-w- e
support ... We expect that he will con-J- e
his. duties next year as men's basketball
ach and other assignments within the
-- Partment."
Entertaining Events
j
Fill Parents Weekend
Established 1856
summer along with other items to be discussed
upon return in the fall. Senate Chair John
Macionis had asked her and Professor
McKeown to write up a draft summary of
deliberations on the Report which would
then be submitted as the Senate's response to
the Commission's recommendations. She
described the discussion among Senate
members as "quite lively," and noted that
housing questions occupied a lot of time and
debate, "There were as many extremes of
disagreement within Senate as you would
find on campus."
Professor McKeown detailed the letter's
creation for the Collegian. He said there were
a number of Senate meetings at which the
main topic of discussion was the Report; he
and Professor Davidson listened to these pro-
ceedings and took notes. They then drafted a
series of questions from their notes, and over
the course of two meetings posed these ques-
tions to the Senate. He said the changes made
to the letter before its resubmission at the
Senate's next meeting include "rephrasing
things in more diplomatic language,"
clarification of a few points, and additional
detail on the subjects of dorm improvement
and lounge space.
Professor Davidson stated that the Senate
was concerned about the definition of "equi-
ty" in relation to housing, and how the prin-
ciple of seniority applied in the current hous
Women's Lacrosse
Leads Conference
Standings
Thursday, April 5, 1990
School Senate Passes Judgment on Commission Report
By Guy Tino
The Senate has passed its judgment on the
Report of the Commission on Student Life,
and the results of its deliberations will soon
be sent in a letter to President Philip H. Jor-
dan, Jr. The first draft of the five-pag- e state-
ment, a summary of Senate reaction to the
Report composed by professors Adele
Davidson and Alex McKeown, was read to
the Senate at its March 21 meeting, after
which discussion took place on its contents.
Tentative approval of the letter has been
given by the Senate, with corrections to be
made as requested before its submission to
President Jordan.
According to the Minutes for the meeting,
Professor Joan Slonczewski wanted the
reference to unanimous Senate opinion on
certain issues deleted from the final draft,
noting that she disagreed with many of the
statements; she also disapproved W the
letter's tone, saying it was "too negative"
:oward the Commission and that it
"disregarded many valid recommendations."
Senator Andy Mueller countered by stating
he disagreed with the approach of the Com-
mission itself, and commented on how "the
'act that opinion is a large part of the Com-
mission Report is not recognized clearly
:nough." There was a consensus opinion that
he construction of a Student Center would
x very beneficial to the campus.
Speaking to the Collegian, Professor
Davidson said the Commission's Report had
sen mailed to the members of the Senate last
Brown to Return as Coach
Last Monday, March 26, Coach William
H. Brown resumed his duties in the athletic
7
ing lottery competes with the idea of equity.
Concern was expressed over the practical
situations generated by the lottery, especially
in its notable lack of fairness to sophomore
women and independent men with regard to
a variety of available housing options. Some
of the Senate's recommendations have im-
plications for fraternities, but Professor
Davidson said they were "not singled out."
She noted that the Senate had no specific
recommendations about what to do with
fraternities; rather, it dealt with housing
groups in general. A revised, dorm-base- d stu-
dent government and overcrowding problems
were among other topics discussed during the
see SENATE page twelve
College to Honor Graduates and Professor
The annual Honors Day Convocation will
be held on Tuesday, April 10 at 1 1 :00 a.m. in
Rosse Hall. The convocation honors both
students and alumni candidates. Kenyon will
present four honorary degrees during the
ceremony to the following candidates:
Gregory Andorfer "73; James Annable, Jr.
'65; J. Bruce Overmeir '60; and Professor
Galbraith M. Crump.
Andorfer graduated cum laude from Ken-
yon in 1973 with two majors, English
literature and art history. He is a native of
Mount Vernon. After working for the
Smithsonian after graduation, Andorfer.
became involved in developing and packag-
ing television shows and specials for the na-
tional PBS network distribution, the most
recognized one being "Cosmos." Between
1983 and 1986 Andorfer was a series pro-
ducer and an Emmy award winner for
and university telecourse' exploring the ex-
panding frontiers in geoscience. Currently,
he is vice-preside- nt of WQED in Pittsburgh.
In this position Andorfer is responsible for
supervising the creation and development of
all national projects. He is co-execut- ive pro-
ducer for "The Infinite Voyage," a continu-
ing series which researches scientific explora-
tion and discovery.
Annable, another honorary degree reci-
pient, is presently the senior vice president
and chief economist for the First National
Bank of Chicago. He is actively involved in
the First Chicago Corporation where he is
secretary to the Economic Council, in addi-
tion to being a member of both the manage-
ment council and financial policy committee.
Many of his writings have been published in-
cluding a book titled The Price of Industrial
Labor: The Role of Wages in Business Cycles
from Kenyon in 1965.
Overmeir received his degree from Kenyon
in 1960 as a chemistry major. He has won
several awards including the Kenyon College
Mathematics Prize and the Kenyon College
Achievement Award in chemistry. Overmeir
wrote his masters thesis on "auditory pattern
preferences as a function of information con-
tent." His doctorate discussed the UCS duar-tio- n
as a determiner of the efficacy of Pavlo-via- n
fear conditioning." Upon graduating
from Kenyon he worked as an assistant pro-
fessor at Bowling Green State University. He
is currently employed as a full professor in
the department of psychology at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota and was recently elected
president of the American Psychological
Association's division of Physiological and
Comparative Psychology.
Professor Crump did not attend Kenyon as
"Planet Earth", a seven-pa- rt television series and Economic Growth. Annable graduated see HONORS page twelve
EPA Finds Knox Landfill Contaminated
On Wednesday, March 21 a forum was
held in Gund Commons to commemorate 20
years of Earth Day. Members of regional
agencies involved in environmental protec-
tion and problem solving discussed current
local issues. A substantial proportion of the
greater Gambier community attended the
meeting to voice their concerns about the
Knox County landfill.
Approximately 10 members of a local
group actively protested the continued opera-
tion of the possibly contaminated landfill
before the forum by holding signs demanding
the closing of the Knox County landfill.
In the past few years the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has released infor-
mation which exposes the danger of con-
tinually dumping trash in a particular land
fill. In order to protect the drinking water the
Knox County community needs to establish
new restrictions on dumps and close the pre-
sent landfill. The current dump is located on
Thayer Road, just outside of Mount Vernon.
Michael Greenberg spoke on behalf of the
Ohio EPA about their state solid waste
management plan. This plan, the House Bill
592, became effective on June 24, 1988. It
orders each district to reduce, reuse, and
recycle 25 percent of the community's waste
within the next five years. The bill also
restricts the types of solid waste that can be
disposed in the landfills. For example, yard
waste, waste tires and lead-aci- d batteries are
restricted. Additionally, the plan requires
dumping facilities which were opened before
July of 1968 to apply for a new permit. Since
the Knox County landfill opened earlier than
1960 controversy has arisen over what should
be done.
Mary Wiard, a member of the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources' Division
of Litter Control and Recycling, further
reminded the audience of the importance of
the United States establishing a national
policy on recycling. She said the federal
government subsidizes national depletion of
resources but offers nothing for recycling.
Consequently, this makes it more expensive
to recycle than to cut virgin timber.
Wiard stated that the critical message of
the upcoming Earth Day, to be held April 20,
is that individuals can make a difference. She
suggested that establishing recycling pro-se- e
EPA page twelve
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Aspects of Enrollment
Need Revamping
. The coming of spring brings the opportunity for new beginnings one of those op-
portunities is spring course enrollment. This process often inspires dread and apprehen-
sion in underclassmen and relief and expectation in seniors. Each year students wonder
if there might be a way to avoid being closed out of courses and improving the system
for course enrollment.
The current system for enrollment is based on two divisions class status and the
alphabet. Class status favors seniors each year and is least beneficial to sophomores.
The alphabet is quartered and rotated every year so someone who was last to enroll
freshman year will have the opportunity of enrolling first senior year. Each student may
enroll during hisher designated time slot or anytime thereafter, but not earlier. This
system has been in operation for at least four or five years. Some feel a new system is
required in order to make the enrollment process more equitable.
Division by class status should remain intact since it is probably the most equitable
and efficient means of separating the student body into manageable blocks and few-senior- s
would tolerate not being first to enroll. They have waited four years for the
privilege of enrolling first in the most popular courses and there are courses seniors must
have in order to fulfill graduation requirements.
The aspect of the enrollment process that needs revamping is the alphabetical divi-
sion. Eliminating this facet of the process would eradicate the advantage or disadvan-
tage one experiences in the enrollment process based on one's last name. Unlike the pre-
sent system, a new system would have all seniors, regardless of their place in the
alphabet, enroll in courses. Students would be required to indicate in order of
preference their course choices and this information would be entered into a computer.
Once all seniors had returned their enrollment forms, the computer would randomly
select the students who would eventually gain entrance into the classes based on their
indicated preferences. The process would continue for underclassmen until everyone was
enrolled.
The system would not affect departmental pre-registrati- on and it would not affect
department scheduling of classes. Also, the institution of these changes would not affect
courses that require the instructor's permission; those classes are out of the hands of the
Registrar.
The present system and this proposed system both have advantages and disadvan-
tages. With the present system, the student leaves the Registrar's office knowing hisher
schedule and having been responsible for all of the decisions pertaining to that schedule.
On the downside, a student may have been closed out of a particular course(s). The pro-
posed system would probably require a new computer program. Also, a student may
have to wait until summer to know hisher final schedule and the student, although in-
dicating hisher course preferences, docs not have complete control over hisher final
course selection.
The disadvantages of this system are negligible compared to the potential advantages
of such a system. It would be impossible to be closed out of a course based solely on
one's position in the alphabet. Now every member of a class would have the same
chances of successfully enrolling in desired courses, which is the ultimate goal of the
enrollment process. The chances of getting in to a desired class would also be increased
because classes would not close immediately, thus encouraging those who might not
otherwise enroll to do so. Also, "shopping" for classes would decrease since one
could be assured of at least getting enrolled in two or three of one's preferred courses.
Clearly, any system is bound to have disadvantages, but those must be carefully
balanced against the advantages of such a system. Students pay large sums of money to
obtain a liberal arts degree and to attend the classes that will be most beneficial to them.
If a student's opportunity to enroll in such classes is limited by variables like placement
in the alphabet, then the system is flawed and the student's money would be better spent
elsewhere. The goal of the enrollment process should be to limit such variables and en-
sure an equitable course enrollment.
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyort Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. A
submissions must be signed and typed, double-space- d and i
due Tuesdays at noon in the Gund Commons mailbox. The Ec
tors reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining iy
original intent of the submission. Letters and columns do n
necessarily reflect the views of the staff.
Comic Rankles Reader's Sensibilities
To the Editors:
Usually these "letters to the editor" are fill-
ed with lively debate and thoughtful insight
about the text of your paper. This letter is
meant to take issue with another facet of the
newspaper which most people take for
granted: the images that are enclosed therein.
In this case I am speaking about the comic
strip "Nook & Goo," and the images it
presents therein.
The plot of last week's cartoon was very
simple, straight forward and inane, as are the
plots of most comic strips. The two heroes, a
pair of aliens named "Nook" and "Goo," are
engaged in girl-watchin- g. They spot a "hot
Earth Chick," and consult a book entitled
Fral Man's Guide To Scoring Babes, believ-
ing that chapter two, entitled "101 Can't-Mis- s
Pickup Lines," will aid in their objective of
"scoring the babe." As they hurl various lewd
come-on- s at the woman, they are stopped in
their midst by a female figure clad in a black
mini skirt wearing fishnet stockings and
brandishing a whip. After a "WHAP!!", the
reader discovers the two aliens knocked on
their backs, one of them saying "Hey wait . . .
was that book written before the Commis-
sion Report . . . I'm sensitive now . . . I'm
sensitive." Ha ha.
Laying aside all the banter about the Com
mission Report (for there has been too mi:
about that already), it is interesting to nc
the two images of women that are .present
in this comic. The first one, the "hot Ear
Chick" that the aliens see, is a plainly dress
woman wearing a Kenyon sweatshirt, l
hair in a ponytail and carrying books. An ir
age of a non-threatenin- g, stereotypy,
female college student. Now the second ir
age, the view of the woman wearing a b!;.
miniskirt, fishnets and wielding a whip, si:
gests a powerful feminine presence. --
presence thai also suggests a dominant (a.-- ,
therefore, abnormal) sexual attitude. Ii
also interesting to note that this woman
viewed only from the rear, and the lower re;-a- t
that all we see are her legs and buttoo
Are these the only two types of women on:-Kenyo- n
campus, according to "Nook" i
"Goo"?
The answer is a resounding no. If, a-camp- us,
we claim to be tolerant of other pe:
pie regardless of race, gender, religious ere;:
or political stance, then we have a respo:
sibility to speak up when we see prejudice:
stereotyping in any way. Now picking or
comic strip may seem trite, but if we are r:
going to tolerate prejudice, then we car,:
tolerate it anywhere.
Respectfully Submitted,
Thomas A. Witherspoon 90
Prof. Speculates on Crisis at Kenyon
To the Editors:
Racial incidents, women who feel they are
still guests at an all male college, the
grumbles of demoralized faculty members,
Kenyon is wallowing in a state of crisis. Since
returning to the college this December I have
been struck by the quiet desperation of the
community: desperate because the issues are
important yet unresolved, quiet because of
the unwillingness of many to stand up and be
counted. But certainly this crisis of identity
and purpose concerns each and every one of
us because it strikes at the very heart of what
we do. Can professors and students, for ex-
ample, seriously engage in the pursuit of
knowledge in a climate of refined, but no less
repugnant, racism and sexism, or when the
initiatives of faculty members are subverted
in whispered discussions behind closed
doors? 1 think not.
We need once and for all to dispense with
the country-clu- b mentality of Kenyon which
transforms knowledge into commodities and
students into consumers. Students and facul-
ty must at least begin to demand more from
one another. Certainly a commitment to
teaching excellence on
the part of the faculty is not an excuse for in-
tellectual laziness. I do not agree with the
"publish or perish" syndrome which has pro-
duced an impressive amount of drivel, but a
renewed or in some cases continued commit-
ment to innovative research and writing
would bring excitement to the class and add
prestige not to mention funding to the
community. Kenyon should be known as a
place not simply where old questions i
answered but where new ones are posed.
Exciting research and teaching, hoee
can only take place in an atmosphere i-
ntolerance and democratic debate. The faa
and the administration must continue tlr
efforts to bring cultural pluralism bui t
ghettoization to the curriculum. I r
alarmed that old battles such as the impr
tance of gender as a subject of study r
rehashed each year, without the terms of"-debate'eve- r
changing. And I find it a rac-assumpti- on
that the rest of the world out--t- he
"West" is second or even third rate ti-on- e
student put it a "dip-sh- it Third Wc-r- :
country").
I think it important in reaching somes"
of common vision as an institution u'
recognize the manifold ways in which -- ':
social construction of the Other bears an ir-porta- nt
relation to the creation of ourseh-- "
The essentialist argument That only wore'
can teach gender, or that only Afri'
Americans can teach Africa, is worse fc'
counter-productiv- e. It transforms cateeor-- '
into interest groups and suggests, if only-plieit- ly,
that it is nearly impossible to begin"
understand a reality that exists outside c!"-spac- e
between our two ears.
Students must take more control overir-ow- n
education, even if that means spenJ"
more time reading and writing and quesiio
ing their assumptions. Students should a-t- heir
teachers what they work on, and -- !
Faculty and students taking responsibility1'
what they do will bring renewed intellects-se- e
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To the Editors:
How many of you saw the fire on Sunday,
March 25? Or at least noticed the tower of
black smoke blowing slowly south? Have the
joggers among you noticed a house missing at
the end of Meadow Lane where you turn on
to Wiggin Street?
If you had been there, as I was, on that
Sunday morning, you would have seen all of
College Township's Volunteer Fire Depart
ment in attendance. Unless you know the
story of this house, I'm sure you would have
been curious at the lack of urgency displayed
by the fire fighters, something to do with the
way they stood around talking, laughing and
OPINIONApril 5, 1990 PAGE THREE
Community Action Helps Homeless
To the Editors:
In listening to a reading by Gary Snyder
recently at Kenyon, I was awakened to the in-
evitable truth that becoming the object of
your curiosity is an effective way of learning.
When little children play they take on roles.
They become a truck, or a fighter plane and
will "Brrr" and soar through the sky imagini-
ng the wonder of flight and excitement of
battle. As we grow up and become "smarter"
we stop playing games. We begin to accept
the condemnation that imagination is "decayi-
ng sense." We can no longer imagine that we
are anything but what we are told by our
peers, parents and our selves. We become
stuck in our roles and completely abstracted
from images outside our own relative view of
experience. Perhaps, the answer to abstract-
ion is a return to play. Not necessarily a
return to laughter, but a return to the em-
bodiment of our abstractions. To understand
the plight of the homeless and hungry on our
streets is more than a reading of statistics, but
rather an understanding of what it means to
have to exist without a home, a bed, a parent.
In spending a week on Middle Path, the par
ticipants do not pretend to act the role of the
homeless person authentically. However, as
the child learns the glory of the fighter plane,
perhaps we can muster the bitter taste of life
on the streets. Certainly there are many who
are hungry and homeless on the streets of our
cities. We can no longer avoid them, and
their presence has forced us to harden our
selves, put blinders on our understanding
that they are truly human beings. During this
week, when the eyesore of the shanty blurs
your vision and the voices begging for change
clog your reality, try for a second to leave
that fighter jet and get inside the heart of the
homeless woman with her child, or the starv-
ing teen with his angry eyes. For a glimpse of
time know their fear and understand the
problem truly exists.
In America
20 Million people suffer from hunger.
33 Million of us live below the poverty line,
fane out of five children).
The United Slates is the only industrialized
nation where children make up the largest
segment of the poverty population.
Estimating the homeless is a difficult task,
but anywhere between 600,000 and three
million people are without homes.
In Los Angeles, the homeless "capital" of the
United States 70 percent of the population
are single women with children. Over 10,000
children sleep on the street every night.
Acquiring a roof is no easy task . . .
Since 1981, the Federal Housing Budget has
been reduced by more than-7- 5 percent. In the
last 10 years, 2.3 million units of low-inco- me
housing have been lost to urban renewal.
They exist and They are not playing their
roles. We, as citizens of a community should
not play either, but rather act as a communi-
ty should by taking care of our own.
Sincerely,
Josh Zuckerberg '92
Resident Questions House Burning
filming as the fire blazed. This is because this
bouse was being burned on purpose.
The story began in 1860 when Kenyon Coll-
ege needed more buildings and workmen
were brought into the area to build them. The
first thing built was 311 Wiggin Street so they
would have somewhere to live while they
worked. All the wood for the old house and
'he older of Kenyon's buildings came from
the sawmill on Rt. 229. Both the sawmill and
111 Wiggin Street were built for Kenyon Coll-
ege.
The present owner of the house, Jeff Ike,
lias lived in Knox County all his life and
recognized the historic importance of the
--lassie saltbox style and the way in which the
planks had been cut. After spending many
liours and dollars renovating both the in-;eri- or
and exterior of the house, Ike intended
io live there but he had not reckoned on the
tepotic leader of the Gambier Village Coun-:'- i
and his band of yes men.
Although the house was inspected and
massed by the Health and Safety officials, Ike
as informed by the Council that the house
as not habitable because it had no running
ater. The village administrator, Dick Baer,
refused tourn the water on, so the house re-
mained "unhabitable" and Ike was told to '
tear it down.
As a last desperate attempt to keep the
building standing, Ike attended the village
Council meeting on Monday, March 5 to re-
quest that he be able to use his own house for
storage: a garage does not have to meet such
stringent building regulations as a dwelling.
His proposal was refused quite rudely, but
those council members abstained from voting
(and were counted as a yes?) told Ike that
they were no part of this. And so the date for
burning the house was fixed.
The day after the village Council meeting,
Ike received a phone call from a gentleman
offering him $5,000 for the house and land.
No prizes for guessing which village ad-
ministrator this was.
Many pieces fall into place. Ike, an honest,
hardworking man, has in no way deserved
the treatment he received. If he is allowed to
become a citizen of Gambier, I am sure that
he will prove himself a worthwhile member
of the community.
While his story does not "affect a great
many of you, it has certainly given you food
for thought. Even though you will be
graduating and moving to other parts of this
country, you will find other stories of unfair
dealing like this one, and I hope that, as you
remember this tale of a man whose house was
burned down, you might find time and
energy to fight such injustice.
People talk of corruption in high places,
but it happens in low places too and it is up to
all of us to play our part in exposing it and
putting our faith in the right people to counter
it.
Sincerely,
Jay Mothersoul
Student Objects to
Generalizations on Abortion
To the Editors:
t
I am writing in response to Kate
Blanchard's letter ("Abortion reflects
woman's selfishness" March 29, 1990. While
the reasons some women choose to abort un-
wanted pregnancies may be construed as
"selfish," to characterize all abortions as an
act of selfishness on the woman's part is, I
feel an insult. Is it selfish for a woman not to
want to suffer because the contraceptive fail-
ed? Is it selfishness when a poorly educated
teenager or young woman, who is ignorant
about reproduction and contraception,
becomes pregnant, and doesn't want one bad
decision to ruin the re"st of her life, as well as
that of the child she is forced to bear? There
are many reasons women seek abortions,
which should not be trivialized by calling
them "selfish." Telling a woman who wants
to end an unwanted pregnancy that she
already made her choice, and that she should
have known the consequences of sexual ac-
tivity beforehand (assuming she had the rele-
vant information to begin with), is to blame
the victim. It is the same as telling a rape vic-
tim that it wouldn't have happened if she had
just had the good sense not to go out alone at
night.
I also question Ms. Blanchard's assertion
that rape and incest account for "less than
Crisis
continued from page two
vigor and excitement to Kenyon. We will
never speak with one voice, but that should
not be the goal in the first place. Our com-
mon vision should be the pursuit of
knowledge and a commitment to democratic
discussion. Combatting dubious assumptions
and the subversion of dialogue and
making will allow the administrations to
work together with faculty and students in
developing a coherent vision for an intellec-
tual exciting future.
Clifton C. Crais
Assistant Professor of History
one percent of all abortions." It is very likely
that the actual figure is higher, as rape is the
most under-reporte- d violent crime. Many
women are coerced into having intercourse
by emotional manipulation or threats, in-
evitably without contraception. Presumably,
a portion of these women become pregnant
and seek abortions, while concealing the true
reason they became pregnant. Additionally, --
some women might be coerced into not using
contraception, even which they otherwise
would have used.
I agree that the number of abortions per-
formed in this country is deplorable, but I do
not think it is always wrong to do so. What I
see as the real evil is that so many women get
pregnant when they do not want to. The
culprit is not selfish women who are too lazy
to use contraception but don't want to face
the consequences, but the lack of adequate
sex education and effective birth control.
Rather than punishing women for contracep-
tive failures and poor decision-makin- g, Ms.
Blanchard and others who oppose abortion
might better direct their energies toward
helping prevent unwanted pregnancies before
they happen.
Sincerely,
Peter J. Whitcopf, '90
Vhsnyou party,
rcmsmbor to...
The Shoppes
8 p.m.-12:3- 0 a.m.
Delivery Until 2 a.m.
PARTY
V
'
7
SM
Located in the Basement of Peirce Hall
Weekly Specials as Follows:
We offer free video rentals while
dining, pinball games, Juke box,
and popcorn is always free.
t
Tuesday Night "Steak Night" All the steak,
potatoes, clams and salad you can
eat only $1.50 (5:30-7:30- ).
Wednesday Night "DJ Night" with party music
and dancing. Also all food items $1.00
off and drinks are free.
TREAT
YOURSELF
RIGHT
Friday Night All-you-can-eat-pi- zza (8 p.m. -- 10 p.m.)
for only $2.50
And the Shoppes is always available
for special functions, social gatherings
or just privacy for you and your friends
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Letters of Intent
Editors' Note: These letters ofjntent for Stu-
dent Council executive positions are
unedited.
President
Dieter W. Sumerauer
To the Members of the Kenyon Community:
This year the Kenyon Community heard a
variety of ideas and opinions regarding both
positive and negative aspects of the college.
The 1990-199- 1 school year will be a year
where discussion and action on many of these
ideas will take place. It is only through a
strong Student Council, made up of
dedicated and responsible leaders, that our
voice, the voice of the students, will be heard.
It is necessary that we choose a president
that will be able to devote themself to the
position and work intensely with the ad-
ministration for the needs of the students.
Such devotion requires a commitment of
time and the ability to listen to all parts of the
student body. As president I will be ready to
serve the student body as best I can. I will be
able to devote myself wholeheartedly to the
position. In addition, I feel that my ex-
perience in a variety of campus organizations
has given me a good understanding of many
of the views of Kenyon students. With the
current discussion on a variety of topics
(ranging from academic to social), it is vital
that the views of Kenyon students shape the
changes that will occur. I will work closely
with the administration to ensure that these
views are known. We, as Kenyon students,
must shape any actions that will affect the
future of this school, a future which three-quarte- rs
of the current student body will ex-
perience.
Dieter W. Sumerauer
John A. Donovan, III
,
To the Members of Student Council:
T-h-e purpose of this letter is to inform you
of my intent to run for the office of Student
Council president. I truly believe that I can
effectively represent the students of Kenyon
College.
In running for this important position one
of the deciding factors in choosing among the
prospective candidates must be their leader-
ship experience. In my First two years at Ken-
yon I have been involved in a wide variety of
activities which have given me this necessary
leadership experience. Perhaps most impor-
tantly, this past year I have been an active
participant as a member of Student Council.
As a result I am familiar with the way in
which the Council works. As a member of a
Student Council committee I have also gain-
ed insight into the important relationship be-
tween
1
the Council itself and the individual
committees.
Another important aspect of the position
Student Council President is that person's
relationship with the administration and
faculty of the college. The importance of
prior work with the administration and facul-
ty cannot be overemphasized. As a member
of the Social Infractions Division of the Judi-
cial Board and a leader of one of flie social
housing groups on campus I can honestly say
that 1 deal with administration and faculty on
a day to day basis. Because, of this past ex-
perience I will be able to accomplish a great
deal as the leader of the student body.
1 have not mentioned any agenda that I
would pursue if elected because I feel that it
is dangerous to become the presidency of
Student Council with a finite and rigid set of
ideas. I feel that is important for any elected
official to represent hisher entire constituen-
cy. In this case the constituency is a diverse
student body which has a wide variety of in-
terests and beliefs. I feel that it is equally
harmful for a president to only consider the
interests of a segment of the student popula-
tion while ignoring the views of the remaining
students. As president I would have an open
mind in dealing with every issue and as a
result I believe that I can represent each and
every Kenyon student.
In the upcoming year there will be many
issues to consider which will determine the
direction of Kenyon College. Some of these
issues will be; the implementation of the
recommendations contained within the Com-
mission Report on Student Life, the
availability of housing for all students, the
access to meeting space for all groups on
campus, as well as the funding of all student
groups. 1 feel that I can act as a student
leader and help to represent the students'
viewpoints on these and other issues that may
arise.
In my view the most important aspect of
Kenyon College should be the students who
make up the college community and it would
be an honor and a privilege to represent the
entire student body of Kenyon.
Respectfully Yours,
John A. Donovan III
Jason Breeman
Dear Fellow Students:
It is again that time when we as a collective
Kenyon community face a choice: who will
represent us, the students, in front of faculty,
staff and administration? The job of Student
Council president is not an easy one. It in-
volves many skills, which include the building
of interpersonal relationships among the
students and within the community. It entails
time management for such a demanding job,
and finally, it includes a drive, and dedica-
tion to making student government the best it
can be.
I believe that these skills are needed by one
who is to lead the Kenyon student body into a
new decade. As we are all quite aware, the
Commission on Student Life will play a big
role in shaping how we, as students, conduct
our everyday lives. There are other issues
which 1 would also like to address: At Ken-
yon we have so many opportunities to in-
teract with the community, yet rarely take the
time to do so. It should be up to us to give
something back from whence we take it. As
president, I would like to among other things
tie us closer to the community i.e., faculty,
staff and administration, so that we can have
a better understanding amongst one another.
Concerning the changes that are about to
take place at Kenyon College over the course
nf the next several years. Of course there are
other issues too. As Kenyon climbs up the
academic ladder of prestige, it is crucial for
this trend. As presi-
dent,
us as students to support
1 would like to institute advisory groups
to all departments at Kenyon College, such as
the one that is presently in the biology
department. I will also pledge to work hard
against the findings of the Commission that
seem to be out of place. If there is something
that has been instituted on April 1 of this
year, that we as a student body disagree with,
I believe that 1500 voices crying out in' unison
have the power to change the instituted
recommendations.
At this point you are probably asking
yourselves: "But can he really deliver?" I
would like to point to my qualifications to
answer that one remaining doubt: 2 years of
Student Council, 2 years of Academic Policy
Comittee, 2 years of Judicial Board, 1 year
Student Affairs Committee, and leadership
positions in various student organizations at
Kenyon such as Delta Tau Delta, the
Observer, and Kenyon Model United Na-
tions. I believe that this short, but concise
resume will demonstrate that I have the abili-
ty to effectively interact with students, facul-
ty, staff, and administration and can in effect
promise you that this will be a rewarding year
for all.
I hope that you will give me the chance to
serve as your Student Council president for
the year 1990-199- 1. Your support is ap-
preciated.
Sincerely,
Jason Breeman, '91
Vice President
Kelley D. Coleman
I know you want to be taken seriously. I
am Kelley D. Coleman and I am presently
running to the position of vice president of
Student Government. I run for this position
so that, just like you, I will be taken seriously
as well. This campus has been blessed with a
standing body of student representatives and
leaders that help to guide the faculty, ad-
ministration and community in decisions that
all will benefit from. I am asking for your
help. I am asking that you help me see to it
that education surpasses the common class
room, that education exceed individuals pre-
programmed mindsets and most of all I ask
discover new ways ofthat you help me
governing a student body into the essence of
a fulfilling community.
Persons who petition for leadership posi-
tions obviously need to have some leadership
qualifications. I have several. I currently
serve on the ruling body of Student Govern-
ment as a dorm representative. I also have the
opportunity of serving on the Committee on
Budget and Finance, the Security and Safety
Committee, the Advising and Standards
Committee, and lastly the Delegation to the
President of the College. Also, given my
for the advance-
ment
strong sense of involvement
of community living 1 pursue my in-
terest even more by representing other
organizations including the Black Student
Union, of which I have served two con-
secutive years as vice president, a tour guide
for the Office of Admissions, a WKCO
Saturday morning D.J., an Owl Creek
singer, and I am very happy to include that 1
am one of two student coordinators of a new
rising student group called- - the Racial
Awareness Program (RAP).
As you can read from this letter of intent, I
do not stick to many "norms." I pride myself
on this fact and it has only been an asset of
my leadership capabilities. Of course, there
were many ways in which I could have writ-
ten this letter of intent, but surely any other
way would have been too spelled out,
political and boring. I express my thoughts
with words that signify the craftiness, in-
tellectually and personally, of my character.
My current major is philosophy, thus my in-
sights are pure, realistic and undetainable. 1
am reliable and persistent in all my
endeavors. I am tenacious with a mind for
success, and a heart for compassion. There is
no doubt that you want someone with a
strong mind and a vigorous attitude to repre-
sent you as student body vice president. My
cars arc always ready to listen, and I am
always open for discussion on the never end-
ing issues that evolve around this campus.
Let's get together and talk about some! And,
remember to "Do the Right Thing." Vote
Coleman for vice president.
Robert C. Healy
Fellow Students:
Some of you may already know me. I have
been active on a variety of Kenyon commit-
tees and I presently serve as the business
manager for the Kokosingers, the president
of a Kenyon fraternity and an IFC represen-
tative. I am also the founder and chairman of
the Kenyon College Promethean Society, a
council for the presidents of Kenyon's Greek
organization.
Since the late 1970s my extended family
has sent six students to Kenyon College.
Needless to say, we have witnessed an era of
remarkable change-tuiti- on aside. Student
life has become more restricted. Ironically,
the movement toward "progressive" change
at Kenyon has taken away some of the simple
pleasures that students have always enjoyed:
painting your room, Freshmen Sing, cocktail
parties, Kenyon paths. We must watch very
carefully, because one by one the simple
pleasures are disappearing, while both the
number of regulations and the size of the
"security" force is expanding. I believe that
we are witnessing the triumph of ad-
ministrative bureaucracy and the Student
Handbook. I can't help but wonder what
losses we students will incur next.
If my appeal sounds more like a whiney
barrage of reactionary hype, then I ask you
to consider for a moment the gravity of the
recommendations made by the Commission
on Student Life. These proposals are in line
with certain national "progressive" trends set
by other small private colleges, however, if
adopted, these proposals will fundamentally
alter the unique nature and quality of the
Kenyon College experience. Let's fix Kenyon,
not replace it - because I, for one, have never
felt the urge to attend Oberlin.
Sincerely,
Robert C. Healy '91
Candidate for Vice President
Judy Hruska
My name is Judy Hruska, I am a junior
and I wish to run for the 'position of vice
president of Student Council. Even though 1
have not held an office in student govern-
ment I am confident that I am well equipped
with the capability and experience to hold
such a position.
During the past three years I have come to
know Kenyon College and now I feel it is
lime to put what I have learned to use. For
two years I have worked in our development
office which works with an extensive alumni
network to raise funds for Kenyon. Through
this I have had the experience of dealing with
Kenyon alumni through supporting our co-
llege and it's needs.
For the past year I have been working in
the admissions office getting first hand ex-
posure to such like minority recruiting and
what it actually takes for a student to get a-
cceptance into Kenyon. With this I am aware
of the high calibre that constitutes our stu-
dent body which I feel honored to be a part
of.
My student government experience in-
cludes my present position on the finance
. HRUSKA iwxe.five
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Hruska Treasurer
continued from page four
committee on which we work with the
treasurer of student council appropriating
funds from our budget to the numerous
organizations on campus. This I feel in
creases my awareness of what Kenyon has to
offer and how each organization contributes
1 10 the campus.
I enjoy serving as co-ch- air of junior class
committee coordinating events to keep our
class together in social surroundings. By taki-
ng part in this committee I have stayed in
touch with my class and the time we have left
together as students here at Kenyon.
Generally, I feel I am in touch with Ken
yon; its administration, its issues and its
students. 1 have a genuine interest in becom
ing more apart of this college through stu-
dent government as vice president. 1 also
have the desire to do all I can as vice presi-
dent in order to carry out what is best for
kenyon. f do have the responsibility, the
i capability, and the experience to fill this posi
tion and I sincerely hope you give me the
chance to validate what I have learned during
I
ny years on "The Hill." Thank you.
Judy Hruska
Regina Phillips
Members of the Student Council:
The 1989-199- 0 school year is coming to a
close, and once again, the elections for the
executive positions on the Student Council
for the 1990-199- 1 academic year are rapidly
approaching. 1, Regina Phillips, respectfully
submit my name as a candidate for the
treasury position on this executive council.
In the course of this year, I was elected
treasurer of women's rugby for the 1989 fall
season, and in February was appointed assis-
tant treasurer of the Student Council. My ap-
pointment to the assistant treasurer position
has allowed me to become fully acquainted
with the responsibilities involved in maintain-
ing not only the Student Council treasury,
but the Finance Committee as well. This ex-
perience has thoroughly revealed all of the
expectations and demands placed upon the
Student Council treasurer, and 1 believe my
previous experience will aid in the execution
of this job.
In conclusion, I recognize the amount of
time and dedication which must accompany
the acceptance of an executive council posi
tion. If elected, I will do my best to serve the
Kenyon community in any way possible.
Thank you for your careful consideration of
this topic.
Sincerely,
Regina Phillips
Secretary
Mark H. Vacha
To th Kenyon Student Community:
In running for the executive position of
secretary I feel that it is incumbent upon me
to explain two things. First, I will explain my
understanding of the proper role of the secre-
tary. Second, I will explain what qualifies me
for the position.
The role of secretary in regards to the Stu-
dent Council itself is largely a support role. I
as secretary will work to ensure that the
president and the members of the Council will
be left unhampered by communication and
red tape problems. Your vote for president
determines the tone and direction that stu-
dent government will lead Kenyon next year.
It will be my role to ensure that effective
communication from the Council to you oc-
curs so that the direction which the president
enunciates, and you have supported, will be
pursued.
I am qualified for Student Council secre
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tary because I am experienced in student
government as a member of the Finance and
the Buildings and Grounds committees. I am
also particularly qualified for some of the
secretary's duties apart from Council func-
tions themselves. The secretary serves on the
Development Committee. As a member of
Buildings and Grounds I have been exposed
to issues involving such things as long term
capital improvements on campus. The secre-
tary also serves as a Student Council
representative to the Collegian. I have been
attuned to campus issues as a co-ho- st of
WKCO's "Talk Radio." Beyond what have
said here I will only add that I want to be
available to you as an extra link to the Stu-
dent Council and its Executive Committee.
Please feel free to voice your concerns to me
personally, now during the campaign and
hopefully during next year as well.
Mark H. Vacha '92
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Snyder's Poetry Entertains, Teaches
I I!
By Kelley Ragland
In front of a relaxed but numerous Hill
Theater audience Thursday night, Pulitzer
Prize-winnin- g poet Gary Snyder read from
old and new works without a microphone or
lecturn, instead standing behind a table
where his books were spread out next to a
vase of daffodils. The setting proved to be
appropriate to the occasion, as Snyder enter-
tained with his poems and the stories behind
them.
Interspersed in the stories were enjoyable
tales of Snyder's travels across the country
and indeed the world. His impressions from
his past trips to both China and Japan were
illustrated in his work. Presently, Snyder
Mary Clayton Coleman
Richard Rodriguez, contributing editor to
the Los Angeles Times, associate editor of
the Pacific News Service and author of
Hunger of Memory: The Education of
Richard Rodriguez, gave a lecture on April 2
and participated in a Common Hour discus-
sion the following day. Both events took
place in Peirce Lounge and were jointly spon-
sored by the Departments of Modern Foreign
Languages and Literatures and Anthro-
pologySociology. Rodriguez spoke Mond-da- y
about "The Public Life and the Life
of a Writer" and continued Tuesday to fur-
ther explain his views on more specific sub-
jects as prompted by questions from various
students and professors.
This separation of the more formal,
resides in the Sierra Nevada and his ex-
periences there are described in many of the
poems that he shared.
He began by taking requests from the au-
dience. When one woman suggested a poem,
he did not recognize it by its title. He asked
her which book it was in (of the 14 he has
published), responded in appreciation of her
memory, "You know better than I do," and
the audience laughed at his candor.
Snyder's concerns for the environment
made up one of the central themes traced in
many of his poems. He read "Call of the
Wild," in which he discussed the diminished
number of coyotes left in the mountains of
California, and at the end, updated their
story with what he called "2020 hindsight."
He described the presently-ragin- g "war
against earth" sadly, "the blame for which
cannot be put anywhere very precisely."
Snyder then switched to reading from his
newer poems that are as yet unpublished,
continuing his natural theme with poems as
different as "Why I Take Good Care of my
Macintosh" and "Right in the Trail," a poem
about the black bear. He also read two sec-
tions from a longer work that he has been ad-
ding to continually, entitled "Mountains and
Rivers Without End." The piece is a collec-
tion of descriptions of geography and nature
from places including Alaska, British Colum-
bia and Manhattan.
His presentation was both fascinating and
quite entertaining. A talented artist, he could
create laughter through the personification
of a personal computer, instill indignation at
today's treatment of natural resources and
generate appreciation of other ages and
cultures. The Kenyon community enjoyed
Snyder's third visit to campus, and should
eagerly await his fourth.
Richard Rodriguez Moves Audience
With Discussion of School and Life
public, anonymous lecture (Monday) from
the relatively informal, private, intimate
discussion (Tuesday), is an appropriate
parallel of Rodriguez's opinion of the role of
language and of education. He claims that
private, intimate or familial language is
distinct from the language of public
discourse. Education, he holds, is what
teaches us how to leave the private and enter
the public.
Another parallel for his views, which he
uses readily, is his own life. Once a boy, the
son of Mexican immigrants, a minority,
totally separate from the public discourse of
America, he is now a man who is heard by
many. He is now a man who needs to be
public, to have a public voice, to speak to an
audience he does not know. Rodriguez
describes his need for an audience of
strangers in this way, "There are some things,
so private, that you can only say them to a
stranger." He is that man on the airplane or
, bus that bad luck has put there next to you.
He does not know you, but he tells you his
life story. He can tell you his life story.
Education, American education, taught
Rodriguez how to tell his life story to
strangers. When he entered the classroom he
ceased to be a minority. He was no longer
completely separate from the public realm.
What he digested in school allows him to join
and address the rest of America. The nuns of
his boyhood classroom force-fe- d him a link
to us. That link is public discourse. He claims
that this is the purpose of education. It
should, and in his case did, teach the
language of public discourse.
Sadly, in learning this new discourse,
Rodriguez was estranged from the discourse
of his early childhood. He is now alone,
separate from the familiar speech of grand-
mothers and siblings, away from the intimacy
of his Hispanic family. Because he can speak
at Kenyon College, and is asked to, he cannot
speak to his parents. This is "the price
Richard Rodriguez paid to assume this voice
one of clear enunciation with no Hispanic
undertones . . . This is not the voice of his
father. This is your voice. I was changed by
you and by the classroom," he proclaimed.
This change resulted in a writer, a journalist.
The loss of his childhood voice and his
childhood audience turned him into a writer.
Rodriguez is now a writer because he was
Voices from
the Tower
By Kelley Ragland
As part of a celebration of 20 years of women at Kenyon, the desire for recognition of
the events, heroes and heroines of these past years, and of the necessity to continue their
trend has brought together the women's community for a colloquium which they aptly
titled "What Futures for Women at Kenyon?" referring to the progress desired for all
women, along many lines, in the future.
Last Friday afternoon, representatives from all levels of that community met in Olin
auditorium. At first I was certain that the room would be much too small to accom-
modate the kind of people that would surely attend such a celebration, but the fact that
I was wrong provides evidence for the reasons behind such a meeting.
In attendance for the entire program were no more than five students, one ad-
ministrator, 25 staff or faculty members, a few other members and former members of
the community and about three men. The past, the present and the future of the college
and community were all represented in some way, however diminished their numbers
may have been.
Others, mainly students, came to see the video, "One Fine Day," which is a series of
photographs of women in history set to music, and lasted about five minutes. But they
left before any discussion started.
Frankly, I was amazed. But the organizers of the meetings were not surprised at all, as
they began to talk about the splintering of the Kenyon women's community, and at the
same time, paradoxically, the absolute necessity of its unity.
Joan Straumanis, former dean at Kenyon, who left campus in 1986, noticed this
problem immediately. She was the first woman to be a part of the senior administrative
staff in 1982, and also the first woman to hold the rank of full professor here. She
offered her objective insight as to the changes she had noticed since returning.
"I am troubled at the fragmentation that I see in the women's community here,"
Straumanis said. "The progress can only continue if the community figures outjtogether
how to communicate. You are not yet ready for separate futures."
Professor of history Joan Cadden expressed the same concern.
"The community is,now divided between students and faculty and staff and ad-
ministrators. We must be able to understand each other's needs and aspirations so we
can provide an atmosphere of mutual support," she said. "The divisions among us are
created by a diversity of interests, and are unhealthy if they create antagonisms."
This seems to be the biggest problem, one whose solution is imperative to the solution
of any other conflicts, of which there are many. Some which were alluded to were the
absence of a concrete child care system, the lack of a fully developed women's studies
program, and the difference in salaries between men and women.
The open discussion which ensued from these numerous introductory statements was
.
encouraging, because all expressed a desire to work toward the goals mentioned. Bui
again, the absence of many people who could be directly affected by the climate at Ken-
yon was startling.
An attitude of constructive criticism and change must be adopted by all members of
the Kenyon community, men and women, in order to bring about the kind of
atmosphere of harmony that should be expected in an intellectual community. What must
be avoided is the kind of closed-minde- d stereotyping and hurtful accusations that bring
about unnecessary pain and only hinder any kind of progress.
This includes, for example, women that classify all fraternity men as chauvanist and
men that assume that being feminist and in favor of a unified women's community
means hating all men.
The class of 1993 is the first class to contain more women than men at the college, and
constitutes the most tangible future for Kenyon. It is up to them to become active par-
ticipants in the processes that will make Kenyon a better place for women and men.
"desperate for a voice . . . he had to find an
audience."
Now that he has assumed the role of
writer, he must be brave. "Writing requires
bravery," the bravery to speak of individual
experience. Rodriguez describes with careful
reverence the power of the writer to i-
ndividuate and in doing so to expose the ub-
iquity of experience. Due to this ability 1
reveal what is shared, writers should, in
Rodriguez's opinion, hold a central place in
the public sphere. They should have muchio
say about political issues, particularly issues
concerning language and its use. Ttie
American public does not give its writers
enough opportunity to be heard, and
American writers do not speak loudly
enough. To Rodriguez's credit, he is commii-te- d
to being heard, through his writing, in the
sphere of public discourse.
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Freedman Supplies Clear History of Sexuality, Implications for Today
By Kelley Ragland
Stanford University Professor of History
Estelle Freedman's lecture March 26 was a
discussion of "Intimate Matters: The History
of Sexuality in America" in order to clear up
any preconceptions that she said many hold
about the topic because of oversimplified
views of American history in general.
Freedman described three main changes in
the meaning of sexuality in this country
dating from the 1600s in a way that she said
was not a typical approach.
"The change was not necessarily one from
repression (of sexuality) to liberation, but
rather has changed from family centered
reproduction to romantic to commercialized
sexuality," she said.
The first society in early history contained
a private sexuality that was "fully integrated
in family life. . . It was a matter-of-fa- ct par
of adult life, neither especially troubling," ac-
cording to Freedman.
However, because of a scarcity of labor
and an abundance of land, these families
grew to be very large, with an average of
eight children in the 17th and early 18th cen-
tury, she said. Because of this, Freedman
stressed, the population of the American col-
onies doubled from 1600 to 1700.
One issue that she highlighted in each era
was the difference in male and female at-
titudes toward their sexuality. Freedman
cited specific evidence that suggested plainly
that during this time, "expectations were not
widely different for men and women. Each
had desires and were allowed to fulfill these
desires."
Carefully and clearly explaining the
reasons behind each shift, Freedman pointed
out the emergence of a net sexual society in
the late 18th century.
"Greater social and political instability, . , .
and, the beginning of industrialization pro-
mpted the erosion of the earlier society," she
said. "Passion complicated sexual relations,
What is sexual harassment?
Sexual harassment is generally considered to be any use
of privilege or power to impose sexually on another. It
includes coercive behavior, such as suggestions that
academic or employment reprisals will follow the refusal
of sexual favors. It also includes repeated and unwanted
sexual behavior, such as physical contact and verbal
comments or suggestions that create a hostile, intimidating,
or offensive teaming or working environment.
Examples of sexual harassment that have been
reported at Kenyon include:
Uninvited entry into a dormitory room
Obscene telephone calls
Sexist jokes andor offensive language
Unwanted physical contact
Withholding of privileges because of one's sex
Acquaintance rape
What is acquaintance rape? '
If you have had sexual intetcourse against your will and
without your consent, you have been raped. The rape
may be accomplished through the use of threats, alcohol
or drugs, physical force, or emotional manipujation.
In an acquaintance rape, the assailant can be a friend,
a lover, or someone the victim knows only slightly. The
key element is the rapist's manipulation of the relation-
ship with the victim. Their acquaintance is used to gain
trust, then the perpetrator takes advantage of the victim's
vulnerability. Whether the perpetrator simply refuses to
take no for an answer or encourages the "date" to
become too Intoxicated to fight back, this person is
committing an act of rape.
Acquaintance rape, or "date rape" as it is sometimes
called, is not a legitimate or justifiable expression of
normal sexual relations.
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bringing greater conflict of passion and du-
ty both to sexuality."
This change would lead to the differentia-
tion of sexual attitudes between the genders,
races and economic classes, according to
Freedman. Family life showed this change
clearly, as the average number of children
dropped to less than four, more than a 50
perclent drop. The uses of contraception,
and evidence of its failure in the use of abor-
tion increased, she said.
Yet the major change was one to a more
romantic relationship between the sexes, ac-
cording to Freedman.
"In looking at -- diaries and letters! there
began to be a switch to premarital love from
the earlier arranged marriages," she said.
"Sexual relations became a kind of spiritual
union, following the separation of reproduc-
tion and sexuality."
At least for the men, Freedman pointed
out, for the two would remain connected for
the women, as they were physically limited to
the role of motherhood. This would lead to
the formation of "separate spheres" for the
sexes, outside the home for the man, and
locked within for the woman.
Soon, she said, the shift to the third society
would begin, as the three time periods
overlapped. The change in the economy to a
consumer economy, emphasizing self-gratificatio- n,
placed new importance in the
pleasure of an individual.
"By the 1920s, American society was mov-
ing toward sexual liberalism. It accepts ttje
separation between sex and reproduction, af-
firms heterosexual pleasure as a value, and
weakens the connection between marriage
and sex," Freedman said.
According to her, the commercialization
of sex was the underlying social change that
accompanied these attitudes in the 20th cen-
tury.
"Sex can be sold, and sex sells," she said.
"By the 1980s, the exploitation of men and
women in ads illustrate the sexual sell of prod-
ucts that are not related to sexuality."
The implications of patterns in the history
of sexuality can be applied to the immediate
present when looking at the AIDS epidemic
and its effect on the American people and
government, according to Freedman.
"This only shows further the continued
power of sex as a symbol of its capability for
arousing deep national fears," she said. "It
will remain a source of deep personal mean-
ing and heated political controversy."
Freedman discussed the issue of sexuality
in an interesting and perhaps new way for
many, and showed sharp insight into the
events of the present as they related to her
area. She discussed her enthusiasm in pursu-
ing a new project in the history of rape in
America, an interest those who are students
of history should encourage and eagerly
awit its fruition.
Yusef Komunyakaa Presents
Verse Filled With Emotion
By Guy Tino
' dance for you Ifyou close your eyes.
Yusef Komunyakaa's quietly compelling
words danced for a transfixed crowd in
Peirce Lounge this past Sunday night, open-
ing not only our eyes but the rest of our
senses as well with his moving, evocative,
deeply personal poetry.
The Louisiana-bor-n poet and professor
concentrated on material from his published
works, but began with selections from his
current project, entitled Magic City. In this
new work, Komunyakaa plans to begin with
stories of his childhood and progress to his
adult years. Explaining his intentions to the
audience, he said, "Going back to childhood
is a process of rediscovery at least." Then he
immersed us in his hometown of Bogalus
with a series of stunning portraits: "Venus'
Flytraps," "Smokehouse," "Sunday After-
noons," and part of a longer poem, "Wild
Fruit." His style is richly visual, packed with
swirling surrealism and startling images,
simultaneously sharply defined and
enigmatic. "In a strange way, I think poetry
deals with secrets," he told us at one point.
Komunyakaa then went back to his earlier
publications, beginning with 1984's
Copacetic. Poems such as "Instructions For
Building Straw Huts" and "Happy-Go-Lucky- 's
Wolf Skull Dream Mask" emphasize
' his ability to weave complex surrealist
sculptures; "Charmed," taking off from a
saying by his grandmother that cats can
"charm" birds, is a fusion of two events in dif-
ferent time periods of his life, and he said this
by way of explanation, "It's difficult to know
when to step between something." "Articula
tion and Class" is what he called his only
, political poem a stark six-lin- e tale of the
relationship between a hangman and the con-
demned.
The most potent moments of the evening
came from his 1988 collection Dien Cat Cau,
in which he explored the memories of his
Vietnam experience. In poem after poem, all
the demons of the fields and the cities were
laid out in finely detailed sketches:
"Prisoners," hanging on strings from a
helicopter, appearing to be "marionettes
hooked to strings of light"; "Toys In a Field,"
stockpiled U.S. weapons and aircraft now a
sitting playground for Vietnamese children;
"Sappers," a description of a Vietnamese
suicide squad; and other chronicles of Saigon
nights, jungle fighting, sudden death, lost
friends. "It took me about 14 years to actual-
ly write about it," he said. "When I did, it
just flowed out."
Komunyakaa's influences most notably
Francis Harper and other early Afro-Americ- an
poets, Langston Hughes, the San
Francisco Renaissance, the Surrealist move-
ment, and writer William Carlos Williams
("he attempted to give back to the American
writer his own voice") are as wide-rangin- g
as his experiences. "We internalize a lot," he
said. "We are walking reservoirs of memory.
We tap into the past, which influences the
present and the future." His current "process
of rediscovery" touched something in the
listeners; when requested by a member of the
audience, he gladly reprised "Venus'
Flytraps" for us. The wonderful richness of
the poem brought us full circle, and this last
Ohio Poetry Circuit reading of the year
brought us one of the finest in a stellar
season.
AU day
7:30 a.m.- - 1:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. -- midnight
10:00 a.m.-8:0- 0 p.m.
9:30-11:3- 0 j.m.
11:15 a.m. -- 1:00 p.m.
H:15 a.m.-i:1- 5 p.m.
11:30 a. m.-- J :30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:00-5:0- 0 p.m.
4:45-6:3- 0 p.m.
5:15-6:4- 5 p.m.
5:30-7:0- 0 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00-10:0- 0 p.m.,
10:00 p.m. "
7:30 a.m. -- 11:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
8:00-9:0- 0 a.m.
8:30 a.m. -- midnight
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Parents Weekend Promises to Keep Campus Occupied
By Kate Brentzel
If Carolyn Caner, Associate Director of
Parent Affairs, were to look out of her office
window this weekend, she would see more
than just students walking down Middle
Path. There would also be many Kenyon
parents walking around, utilizing their
chance to experience "Kenyon life."
Over 300 parents have already registered to
come for Parents Weekend or just for the
day on Saturday, and many more will register
when they arrive in Gambier. Many will be
parents of first-ye- ar students or sophomores.
This will be their chance to be "really involv-
ed in actual college activities. We have many
different activities just designed to inform
them of what's going on on campus," Caner,
the main organizer of the weekend, said.
Parents can enjoy a plethora of activities held
by faculty and students alike during the
weekend.
An important event for most parents will
be the chance to meet Kenyon's faculty and
administration at the open houses on Satur-
day afternoon. The majority of the open
houses wjll be held in Peirce Hall, a centraliz
ed location, to make it easier for parents to
get around. Parents can also attend classes
on Friday.
There will be a "town meeting" at 1:00
p.m. in Rosse Hall on Saturday. President
Philip H. Jordan, Jr. and members of the
senior staff will talk about "the state of the
college and what's been going on. They are
available to answer any kind of question
parents might have." President Jordan and
his wife will open their home on Saturday
afternoon for an hour and parents will be
able to talk informally with President and
Mrs. Jordan. Parents are also invited to at-
tend a round-tabl- e discussion on Saturday.
Two parents, two faculty members and two
students will initiate the discussion on "Ex-
cellence in education: The Parents' Role."
On Friday and Saturday nights there are
many activities which will highlight student
performances. The Chamber Singers will per-
form on Friday night, and a concert on Satur-
day night will feature The Owl Creek Singers,
the Kokosingers, the Chasers, the Stairwells,
Pimentoes for Gus and the Kingfishers. The
KCDC production of four original plays by
Kenyon playwrights will be held on Friday
and Saturday nights, as well as Saturday
afternoon.
Parents will also be able to enjoy many
sporting events throughout the weekend.
Caner is glad to see that there are some
athletic events happening on campus,
because there is less of a conflict of interest
for parents of athletes whose children may
not be here for the weekend. There is a
5-kilo-
meter run on Saturday morning which
is sponsored by the Medical Advisory com-
mittee. Many other associations around cam-
pus are sponsoring receptions and events.
There is also an historical tour of the campus
on Sunday morning, led by college archivist
Thomas Greenslade, class of '31.
Parents who stay overnight may have had
some difficulties in procuring a place to stay
in the near vicinity. "That is probably our
biggest obstacle in attracting parents to cam-
pus because there are few places on campus
to stay," Caner said. Recently, the Parent Af-
fairs office has initiated a housing alternative
for parents. It is mainly a bed and breakfast
program whereby Gambier and Mount Ver-
non families open up their homes to parents
3
Parents Weekend Events Schedule
Friday, April 6
Classes open to parents
Kenyon College Bookstore open
Art exhibition: senior exercises.
Otin Art Gallery
Parent registration and hospitality center. AC, corner of
Wiggin Street and Gaskin A venue
Parents Advisory Council
Executive Committee meeting
Lunch in Gund Commons
Lunch irt Peirce Hall
Friday Luncheon Cafe. A Gambier tradition. Parish House,
Brooklyn Street
Convening of the Parents Advisory Council. Philotnathesian
Parent: Advisory Cou rtcil meet ings. k' " '
Open to al I parent s 'W&F'i
Parents Advisory Council general session. PhUotnathesian ,.
Hail
Reception for parents, sponsored by Kenyon College Hillel.
Timberiake House
Dinner in Gund Commons
Sabbath services. Nu Pi Kappa (Ascension Hall, third floor)
Dinner in Peirce Hall .
President's reception, for ParentsiK;:;5
Advisory Council members.
Crom well Cottage
President's dinner for Parents
Advisory Council members
Kenyon Film Society (KFS) film.
Biology A uditorium
Kenyon College Dramatic Club (KCDC) production; Four
s original plays written and produced by Kenyon students.
Bolton Theater !
Kenyon College Chambers Singers concert, Rosse Hall
KFS film. Biology Auditorium
Saturday, April 7
Kenyon College Bookstore open
Giving Society appreciation breakfast (by invitation). Peirce
Lounge
Hot breakfast in Gund Commons and Peirce Hall
Art exhibition: senior exercises. Ohn Art Gallery
9:00-1:0- 0 a.m.
9:00 a.m. -- 3:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:00-11:0- 0 a.m.
11:00 a.m. -- noon
11:15 a.m.-l:1- 5 p.m.
11:15 a.m.-l:0- 0 p.m.
12:00 noon
1:00 p.m.
1:00-2:0- 0 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:30-3:3- 0 p.m.
2:30-4:3- 0 p.m.
4:00-5:3- 0 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00-6:3- 0 p.m.
8.00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00-11:0- 0 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
7:30 a.m.'-- l 1:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.-- l :30 p.m.
10:00 a.m. -- noon
10:30 a.m.
1 1:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
for a modest fee. Professors, staff and ad-
ministration may welcpme parents into their
homes. The program has been very successful,
and Caner said, "I find that the parents really
enjoy it. It gives them an opportunity to have
a little peek into the Kenyon community, and
not just the college." The Kenyon Inn is
reserved during Parents Weekend for the
Parents Advisory Council members, who will
be in meetings all day Friday. The council is
made up of 80 parents from all four classes.
As busy as Carolyn Caner will be during
Parents Weekend, she really enjoys working
on it. A recent Kenyon graduate herself, she
said that she likes having contact with Ken-
yon students when planning the weekend. "I
don't usually have much contact with
students." She also said, "I really like the en-
thusiasm that is generated by the parents. We
really hear from many parents who are just
so excited about coming and that's probably
the most gratifying part of my job." And
parents WILL be excited about coming to see
Kenyon for just a weekend, because they are
"getting as close to a slice of Kenyon life as
they possibly can."
Continental breakfast in Gund
Commons and Peirce Hallx
Parent registration and hospitality center. AC .
5-kifo-
meter run sponsored by Kenyon College Medical Ad-
visory Committee
Commencement information A'C
Round-tabl- e discussion: "Excellence in Education: The
Parents' Role."
Sweet Cafe luncheon. Gund Commons Lounge, upper level
Lunch in Gund Commons and Peirce Halt
Don White Track Invitational. McBride Field
Kenyon "town meeting" with President Philip H. Jordan Jr.
and senior administrative staff members.foj.Y.ve Hall
Lower Dance Studio show. Bolton Dance Studio
Men's baseball double-heade- r vs. Allegheny. McCloskey Field
Men's lacrosse vs. Marietta. McBride Field
KCDC production: Four original plays written and produced
by Kenyon students. Bolton Theater
Reception for parents hosted by President Philip H. Jordan
Jr. and Sheila Jordan Cromwell Cottage
Faculty and administrative open houses. Peirce Hall and
bother locations
Student recitals. Rosse Hall
Roman Catholic Mass? Church of the Holy Spirit
Italian Bistro buffet dinner. Gund Commons ana Peirce
Hall
KFS film. Biology Auditorium
KCDC production: Four original plays written and produced
by Kenyon students. Bolton Theater
Concert featuring student performing groups. Rosse Hall
KFS film. Biology Auditorium
Sunday, April 8
Kenyon College Bookstore open
Historical tour of south campus led by Thomas B.
Greenslade '31, college archivist
Brunch in Gund Commons and Peirce Hall
Parent hospitality center open. AC
Holy Eucharist. Church of the Holy Spirit
Quaker Meeting. 203 H ard Street
Men's baseball vs. Allegheny. McCloskey Field
Men's lennis vs. Case Western Reserve. Buars Court
Roman Catholic Mass. Church of the Holy Spirit
"-"-
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Seamus Heaney Will Read Poetry Sinead O'Connor Releases Album
By Shax F. Riegler
Irish poet Seamus Heaney will read from
iswork this evening at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse
jall. This event is co-sponso- red by the
acuity Lectureships Committee, which is
aving the honorarium, and the English
epartment, which is covering Heaney's
avel expenses. Professor Philip Church,
,ho helped in coordinating the visit calls
-- leaney "a wonderful reader. He is very ap- -
roachable and congenial."
Heaney's poetry is very thoughtful. Given
is Irish heritage, the poetry holds more than
literary interest. It moves into areas of great
xial and political thought. Church says the
oetry illustrates a "slow and evolving at-:u- de
toward Ireland and the troubles there,
-- le has had to find a way in which he doesn't
:; swallowed up in the side-choosi- ng while
ill remaining in contact and not becoming
jenated."
Heaney holds a prestigious Chair of Poetry
; Oxford University. He also spends half of
ich year teaching poetry at Harvard. It is
j s3ir
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important to remember, however, that he has
achieved his reputation by writing and not as
an academic. Considered by many to be one
of the most accomplished poets writing to-
day, Heaney has been greatly influenced by
Robert Lowell and has been wanting to come
to Kenyon for quite some time.
i ,
Irish poet Seamus Heaney reads tonight
O K. X 'U
locked yse If u-- t
? cU.'s wkscopy
By Greg Aharonian
Unpredictable she may be, but Sinead
O'Connor is a raw young talent. Period. Her
moody debut album, The Lion and the
Cobra, was a surprise hit of 1988, with few,
including Sinead, thinking it would sell. It
went gold a couple times, launching the
short, bald singer from Ireland into instant
fame.
Along the way to her next album she sang a
duet with The The's Matt Johnson, got mar-
ried, had a kid (Jake), grew her hair back,
(some of it anyway), and made Do Not
Want What I Haven't Got, the title which is
bound to elicit cries of cynicism.
That would be unfair to the young Sinead,
who, despite her new-foun- d domesticity,
generally sounds damn happy with herself on
the new album.
It's as autobiographical as you can get
without being over-bearin- g; many of the
songs seem to emanate from her hardened
heart. O'Connor has stated in interviews that
she really cared about this album, and it
shows. Sinead produced almost all the
tracks, and was assisted in production only
on the first single "Nothing Compares 2 U,"
Sweet Honey to Sing the Blues at Rosse
By Dave Allan
Sweet Honey in the Rock, the female
frican-Americ- an sextet from Washington
3.C., will be performing this Sunday, April
,
in Rosse Hall at 7:30 p.m. The few tickets
hich are still available will be distributed on
first come, first serve basis at 7:00 p.m. at
osse on the night of the performance.
Headed by Bernice Johnson Reagon, the
:roup was founded in 1973 in Washington
3.C., and since that time it has consisted of
!0 different women at one time or another,
lie group now consists of Bernice Reagon,
"save Barnwell, Nitanju Bolade-Case- l, Aisha
ahlil, Shirley Childress-Johnso- n and Carol
Lynn Maillard. Each member-o- f the group
ings, and in addition Childress-Johnso- n
Lmultaneously translates the words into sign
inguage.
Music is a way to speak out, to tell the
orld about the continuing stuggle for civil
ights and women's rights, and against op-
pression, as well as just to provide entertain-
ments The group draws on the community
or members, as none of the singers are full
ime musicians. Each member of the group
as a full time job in addition to singing for
iweet Honey. For example, Reagon is a
historian with the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington D.C. The group is drawn
together by the realization that all people can
stand up for what they believe. These women
leave their private lives to sing a statement of
their beliefs and have a great time doing it.
Sweet Honey's enthusiasm evidently carries
over into their music, as critics have recogniz-
ed their music as something that is truly dif-
ferent from the standard poprhythm and
blues that pervades today's music scene. The
group's most recent release is Live at
Carnegie Hall on Flying Fish records; a col-
lection which contained the 1988 Grammy
nominated single, "Emergency." Billboard
magazine has called their performances more
moving than "We Are the World." They
blend social protest, dance and laughter in a
way that is both serious and exhilarating.
Sweet Honey in the Rock is managed by a
group called Roadwork, also a community
based organization. Roadwork is a non-
profit organization which seeks to promote
female ethnic artists in order to provide
another perspective in the music world by
allowing them a chance to express them-
selves; a chance that they might not ordinari-
ly get in the mainstream promotion business.
For all of us Roadwork provides a chance to
hear artists like Sweet Honey.. And they play
anywhere from Carnegie Hall in New York to
Kenyon and Denison.
People who have seen them say that they
are not overly political, though when they do
break jnto social commentary, they are mov-
ing. A mix of gospel, blues, and pop a
capella, they weave a bright synthesis that
can only be described as fun. Their music is
'easy to get into, roll with, and straight out
enjoy. As Eshlie Ann Vare said in Billboard
magazine, "in a world of ear candy, Sweet
Honey in the Rock "offers soul food."
f
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Sweet Honey in the Rock sings Sunday in Rosse
Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.
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written by Prince. The single is a good
enough song, given some life by Sinead's in-
credible cascading voice, and her ability to
blend raw sexuality with sensuality. "Stretch-
ed On Your Grave" is haunted by her vocals,
with a hint of Irish lilt, to just a backbeat and
repeating fiddle. She belts out a little soul on
"Feel So Different," accompanied by strings
of all things: "I am not like I was before I
thought that nothing could change me," she
sings, and really means it. "Jump In The
River" is a bit harder and more mainstream,
with electric guitar roughing things up. The
beginning of "Emperor's New Clothes"
sounds like some of the band Wire's stuff,
and may be the best song of the bunch. It
gains edge by the ferocity and strength of
Sinead's singing. O'Connor helps out on
keyboards and acoustic guitar, the latter on
four songs, including "You Cause As Much
Sorrow," which is given texture and warmth
by O'Connor's sweet voice.
What makes her different (well, besides the
hair)? Underneath the tough skin lies a
tender soul, producing great songs with a
voice that could melt rocks. What more
could someone want?
Celebration to
Illuminate Dorm
At 9:00 p.m., Saturday, April 7, in
celebration of Parent's Weekend and(
two decades of women at Kenyon, the
Inter-Fraterni- ty Council (IFC) will
sponsor an "illumination" of Old Ken-
yon.
The illumination of Old Kenyon is a
storied tradition which initially was
performed on a yearly basis for
graduation, but because of the time-consumi- ng
process of the ceremony, it
was discontinued in the late 1800s.
Recently, it had been performed in
1948 in honor of the rebuilding of Old
Kenyon and in 1975 for the inaugura-- ,
tion of President Philip H. Jordan, Jr.
Though the ceremony will not be an
illumination as spectacular as in years
past because of those same work con-
straints, a singular, symbolic candle
will be placed in each window on the
front face of Old Kenyon to brighten
the quad.
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By John Kenney
The Kenyon track teams began the out-
door season underneath indoor-typ- e weather
during last Friday's Otterbein College Track
and Field Invitational. While in Westerville,
both squads were subjected to a windy, cold
and definitely distracting climate. An even
greater nemesis was the impressive caliber of
competition. The field included several Divi-
sion II and NAIA powers. Out of 14 entries,
the Lords placed eleventh and the Ladies
ninth.
Scoring individually for the Lords were
Jeff Katowitz in the javelin, John Landreth
in the pole vault and Ken Cole in the triple
jump. In his 1990 debut, Katowitz placed se-
cond with a throw of 188'1". In the next field
event, Landreth cleared 11' to secure sixth
place, jumping competitively only weeks
after his success as a swimmer Lord. Cole
finished eighth in the triple jump, bounding
41'4".
The 400 relay ended the Lords' scoring.
John Hanicak, Charles Huh, James Fleming
and Eli Thomas finished at 3:37.8 for
seventh. Looking particularly strong was
Thomas, continuing to improve after an early
.season ankle injury. The time came within a
second of the Kenyon record.
Some Lords' strong performances were
overshadowed by the "ringers" from non-Divisi- on
111 schools. Ken Wempc qualified
for the NCAC outdoors meet with a 5000
pace of 16.10. The 100 relay team of Bill
Fraunfelder, Steve Kubinski, James Fleming
and Joe Youngblood did not place with a
.as
Super senior Mark Stearns passes into the crease against OWU
Denison vaulted to a two to nothing lead
early on as the Ladies suffered from but-
terflies and lack of possession. Once the
Ladies settled down and adjusted to what
Denison was running, then the game was
theirs to win and they did, eleven to five. The
nationally-ranke- d Big Red looked disorganiz-
ed, and played poor defense, and the Ladies
capitalized and sent Denison home with a big
loss.
Kenyon, once they settled down, came to
play. Senior John Totaro, a rabid lacrosse
fan exclaimed, "They played stellar."
The Ladies have been doing everything
they are supposed to do to win. For example,
the offense has been on a hot streak, scoring
fifty goals in the last four games. Senior Beth
Waldner, Tri-capta- in Ashley Dimond,
Track Opens at Otterbein Invite
time of 45.4, but came closer to breaking the
Kenyon record.
Coach Bill Taylor added, "The guys ran
well for their first outdoors. A lot were ahead
of where we expected them to be."
Whereas the Lords were bolstered by
strong showings on the field, the Ladies were
more assertive on the oval. Their superior
showing on the track was buoyed by many
middle-of-the-pac- k finishes. Rani Woodard
ran the 400 in 61.4, which was good enougy
for fourth place. In front of Woodard were
three Division II runners, proving the
strength of the field. Karen Adams captured
fourth in the 800 with a time of 2:26.6,
behind two Division II harriers.
Placing fifth for the Ladies were Kelley
Wilder and Catherin Fletcher again used her
consistent stride to score in the 400 hurdles.
The only NCAC competitor to best Fletcher
in the event was last year's national Division
III champion from Ohio Wesleyan.
As a member of the 400 relay, Kristina
Baker helped this strong Ladies' contingent
finish sixth. Baker was informed that she
would enter the race only ten minutes before
the event began. She proceeded to run the
best 400 clip in her career.
This weekend, both Kenyon track teams
travel to Denison: the Ladies on Friday, and
the Lords on Saturday. There they face the
competition of solely Division 111 schools.
The Ladies face the host team, John Carroll
and Marietta. The Lords are scheduled to
race Wittenberg and Denison. It should be a
relief to face familiar foes in more hospitable
weather.
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Women's Lax Downs Big Red; Men Split NCAC Contests
By John Lombardi
The past week of women's lacrosse action
has been very rewarding for the Ladies of
Kenyon. In those seven days, they have
posted four victories and jumped to the top
of the conference standings.
Some people give the credit to the balance
of offense and defense, others to the excep-
tional talent, skill and coaching, and still
others to bizarre occult practices, but
regardless of what or whom is responsible,
the Ladies are four and one.
The win streak began last Tuesday when
the Ladies traveled to Wooster to play the
Fighting Scots. The team jumped out to an
early lead, only to see Wooster battle back
and tie the score in the second half.
The Ladies showed some mental toughness
and eventually pulled out the eight to six vic-
tory, but by their own admission, they played
below their potential.
Now when Saturday rolled around, the
team was prepared to show that they were
better than the Wooster game. In the
doubleheader against Earlham and Indiana
Club, the Ladies proved that they can win
and win big.
Earlham, probably frustrated by its lack of
sleep at the Notell Motel on Route 36 South,
was no match for Kenyon as they were over-
run seventeen to one. The lone-Earlha- m goal
came in the last two minutes of the game.
Indiana Club is a fast, aggressive team that
the Ladies have had trouble with in the past,
but they were to . suffer the same fate as
Earlham. This time the score was fourteen to
one.
The biggest game of the week, though, was
played this "past Tuesday. The ninth-ranke- d
Denison Big Red arrived in Gambier to test
the Ladies. Playing in temperatures that
hovered in the high twenties, it is no wonder
the Ladies came out cold. .
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Junior Alberta Neilson, and Freshman
phenom Kelly Raymond have all scored in
double figures. And to add to the offensive
firepower, Freshman Melissa Wood is back
from an ankle injury to get her share.
The offense is experimenting with many
new sets, formations, and lineups, and once
the situation settles down, the individual ef-
fort, coupled with the system, will produce
an even greater output and look for the
Ladies to score even more goals.
The talent of the offense would be useless
without the ball in their sticks, and the only
way to get the ball is through transition play.
Luckily for the Ladies, they can play tran-
sition ball. As a matter of fact, according to
senior Tri-capta- in Jennifer Leffler, "the tran-
sition game is as strong as I have seen it in my
four years." The strong play of sophomores
Karin Chamberlin and Jen Harper is part of
the reason that the offense gets the oppor-
tunities to attack the goal.
The defense is playing extremely well.
Senior goalkeeper Cathie Herrick only allow-
ed thirteen goals last week and is the leader of
the defense. Add to that the play of Leffler,
senior Liz Bell, and senior Tri-capta- in Betsy
Jennings, and the defense looks formidable.
Jennings credits the success to the Ladies
playing "good denial defense." The denial
defense is a pressure person to person defense
that does just what it what the name implies,
The Kenyon sailing team traveled to
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, for
its first race of the spring season. The
team did quite well this fall, consider-
ing all of the organizational problems,
and by the time they got to the starting
line, they were ready and excited to
sail. Unfortunately, enthusiasm does
not win races, practice does. The team
only got to practice once before sailing
up to the line against experienced
teams like Michigan, Ohio State, Notre
Dame, and Wisconsin. Kenyon
brought four of its best members to the
race. The A team consisted of
freshmen Ally Slevin as Skipper and
the experienced senior Pieter Werrtink
as her crew; and the B team was made
up of the team captain Adam Bleifcid
as Skipper and Alex Swett as his crew.
There was only a whisper of wind on
the water on Saturday, thus causing
it denies the opponent the ball.
Talent is very helpful when it comes to for.
ming a successful team, but it does not do
any good to be talented if the players have no
idea how to play, and that in where Coach
Sandy Moore comes in. Coach Moore is do-
ing an outstanding job at directing the team
towards success. She is being more vocal this
season. Her success over the years only goes
to show that she knows how to coach and this
year is no different.
But the season is far from over, and even
though the team is undefeated in the co-
nference with three wins, it would be foolish
for them to start celebrating now. The r-
emaining schedule shows nine more co-
nference games and one non-conferen- ce game.
Today, the Ladies travel to Oberlin,
followed by a Saturday game at Ohio
Wesleyan. The following Wednesday has the
Ladies taking on the other power in the
conference, Wittenberg, at home.
The Women's lacrosse team is riding a win
streak that could continue for quite some
time. In fact, it may carry the team and
Coach Moore to her second appearance at
the National Tournament with this school
year.
Men's Lacrosse
By Billy Paultz
While this may be the year of women's
lacrosse at Kenyon, the men's team is doing
just fine, thank you. A loss to Division 111
power Ohio Wesleyan last week was
remedied by a tough 15-1- 4 victory at Oberlin
College, leaving the Lords with an overall
mark of 3-- 2 going into yesterday's home
game with Notre Dame.
OWU came to Gambier three days after
losing to ten-tim- e Division III champion
Hobart looking to get back on track. The
Bishops took advantage of their exceptional
transition game in taking a 9-- 2 lead at the
half. John Carpenter and Andy Meehan su-
pplied the Lord scores.
"It's tough because they don't give up the
middle on defense," said senior John Lo-
mbardi. "We scored on some great individual
efforts off of ground balls."
In the third period, Kenyon held its own.
The offense, which moved the ball well all
game, clicked three times. Freshman Pero
Dagbovie continued his prolific scoring
streak with two goals, including a dazzling
see LACROSSE page twelve
Sailing
the rates to overlan till Sunday morn
ing. By the flip of coin (literally) Ken-
yon decided not to drive home on
Saturday night, and stay to finish cut
: j. the regatta. It's a good thing they did
because come Sunday morning, they
were wet! rested and still had some en-
thusiasm left. This time they prevailed.
The team as a whole came in seventh
out of the twelve teams present. Adam
and Alex did fairly well by getting a
few third place finishes, to average
fifth overall. Ally and Pieter overcame
some early difficulties to average a
sixth-plac- e finish.
In the upcoming weeks the team will
be practicing regularly on Knox Lake
in preparation for the giant regatta at
Ohio State on April 14 and 15. It will
be Pieter's last Tace of his college career
and he plans on bringing home a
trophy, we all wish him the best of
luck. .
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Holy Cow! Baseball Sweeps Doubleheader
By B. Francis Cardone
The Lords can now take a deep breath.
Kenyon's baseball team is finally in the win
column, taking a pair of games from Bethany
College last week, 3-- 2 and 2-- 1. They are now
2-- 11 overall (0-- 3 in the NCAC).
Their season-openin- g skid was halted when
Jason Bertsch's one-hitt- er was followed up
by Rence Kretehmar's two-hitte- r. "The 100
percent reason we won was pitching," said
junior Josh Webber.
Bertsch was starting his first game of the
year, making his performance rather unex-
pected. To go alone with the one hit allowed,
he gave up five walks while striking out three.
Kretchmar, the freshman from Oberlin,
Ohio, was also making his first start of the
year.
Senior Chris Wasson led the hitting attack
by going 3 for 5 with 2 RBI's and a run
scored. Josh Webber also collected three hits
(3 for 6).
A trio of players had two hits for Kenyon.
Junior Roger Colson went 2 for 5 with two
runs scored. Catcher Jason Huddleston con-
tinued his consistent hitting by adding a triple
and freshman Dov Pollack added a pair of
hits as well.
Just as the Lords were hoping to build on
last week's momentum, the rains came and
forced the postponement of three games
against Earlham and a game versus Musk-
ingum.
Not only was Bertsch starring on the
mound for Kenyon, but his .364 average still
leads the team. Huddleston and Webber
follow Bertsch with .333 averages. Wasson
and Jeff Pfreim each have 6 RBI's to lead the
team in that category. Colson is next with 5.
He also leads the club with 10 runs scored
from his leadoff spot.
Kenyon is facing some heavy hitters this
weekend. Beginning with Otterbein (13th in
the nation) yesterday, Kenyon faces
Allegheny at home this weekend (two on
Saturday and one on Sunday). Waiting in the
wings on Kenyon's schedule are Ohio
Wesleyan (21st in the nation) and perennial
powerhouse Wooster (22nd).
The good news these days for the Lords is
the return of some key players from injuries.
Senior co-capta- in Joe D'Addario is expected
to play on Monday and freshman shortstop
Men Take Turn in Tennis Limelight
By Scott Jarrett
Both tennis teams faced formidable com-
petition last weekend with the Lords emergi-
ng unscathed and the Ladies falling in
defeat.
Playing in the Cincinnati area, the men's
team faced Xavier and Northern Kentucky,
both Division I schools, and Thomas Moore,
a Division III school.
On Friday the Lords skunked Thomas
More 9-- 0, then kept form for Saturday as
they crushed Northern Kentucky 8-- 1 and
Xavier 6-- 3. The biggest win came against
Xavier, a solid Division I school, as 5 of 6
matches went to 3 sets.
Leading the way throughout the weekend
were the 2nd and 3rd doubles teams of Adam
"King Cat" Wadsworth and Devin Stauffer
and David Register and Greg Canter. Both of
these teams were undefeated over the three
matches.
"Devin and Adam and Dave and Greg
played really well, it was kind of fun to
watch," commented sophomore Bill
"Silhouette" Jonas, who plays 2nd singles
and 1st doubles.
Register, a junior, overcame illness in the
match against Xavier to post the victory.
"In the 3rd set I thought 1 couldn't play
anymore and Coach (Palmer) came over to
me and said you gotta pull this out and I
did," said Register.
In the previous week the Lords dominated
another Division I school, Wright State Uni-
versity, 8-- 0. Register also played well in this
match as he beat his opponent 6-- 0, 6-- 2 at 5th
singles. Sophomore Devin Stauffer also won
emphatically at 4th singles, 6-- 0, 6-- 0.
This weekend the Lords face Carnegie-Mello- n
and Case Western Reserve and then
gear up for an .important match against
Wooster. A win over Wooster would
dramatically boost the Lord's regional rank-
ing.
Comments Jonas, "Wooster is our rival
and they would be a very good team for us to
beat and we should be able to. We match up
extremely well at the bottom of our lineup,
which is strong compared to most teams."
The spots of 3rd through six singles are
played by Wadsworth, Stauffer, Register,
and Ganter, who then team up for 2nd and
3rd doubles.
The Lords now have a 6-- 5 team record and
have won more games than their opponents,
636-63- 2 and have a four-matc- h winning
streak going.
The women's team was riding high going
into last weekend after they defeated Ohio
Wesleyan University 9-- 0 a week ago Tuesday.
Then the team met up with two tough Divi-
sion I schools on Saturday as they played the
Bobcats of Ohio University and the Moun-
taineers of West Virginia.
Freshman Sara Fousekis won at the 6th
singles spot, the Ladies' only winning match
against Ohio University.
Against West Virginia senior Cindy Smith
and freshman Britt Harbin paired up for a
6-- 4, 6-- 1 win.
This weekend the Ladies play in the Great
Lakes Collegiate Association Tournament at
Depauw University and face Akron and
Oberlin early next week.
Adam Wadsworth does his
before a mauh last week
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balancing exercises
Greg Smith is expected back then as
well.
Already back is sophomore John Persano
and Kenyon received further good news when
it found out that Huddleston's problem with
his throwing arm was all in his head, so to
speak.
Bothered all year with a sore throwing
arm, Huddleston was sent to a doctor
specializing in healing techniques involving
manipulating the patient's cranium (like a
chiropracter or voodoo doctor).
While feeling like the doctor was unzipping
a zipper in his head, in Huddleston's descrip-
tion, the masseuse of sorts exposed and heal-
ed a nerve that wasn't firing, thus causing the
pain. Kenyon couldn't be happier.
As Kenyon faces a challenging schedule
ahead, they might need some more perfor-
mances like Bertsch's one-hitte- r. Even that
was improbable, with inside sources noting
his history of chronic back and "knee prob-
lems, and other illnesses like watery eyes and
hang nails among them.
But injuries aside (and the techniques used
to heal them), Kenyon finally has something
to build on in the weeks ahead. Kenyon
Baseball is now giving us more to look at
than their nice new scoreboard, which they
hope shows plenty of runs for in their
weekend tilt against Allegheny at McBride
Field.
Notes
Rugby
In men's action, the ruggers fell for
the first time in recent memory. Musk-
ingum beat Kenyon 12-- 8 at home on
Saturday. Dave Elliott and somebody
else scored tries for the team, which is
sad. Hopefully, spirits will be high for
this week's John Carroll affair, also at
home. The women had inter-squa- d
games this weekend, but start their
schedule soon, so look out.
Joe
Kenyon baseball player Joe D'Ad-
dario recently was named scholar of
the week by the Beer Vendors Union of
New York. The lanky senior third
basemen, who sported a powerful .212
batting average last season, is a double-majo- r
at Kenyon and professors are
generally in awe of his creative ability.
Joe took two sets of comps last week
and finished them in record time.
Alcorn's Eagles Pace Lords Golf
By Chip Shot
Wooster's Refrigerator Open has
historically been played in bad weather.
Snow, rain, sleet and cold are staples of this
golf tournament. And despite a misty rain
this past Saturday, the 1990 version, played
at Wooster's L.C. Boles course, brought
some of the most bearable weather in recent
memory.
In the same way, Kenyon's performance
was also bearable. Never has a Lord team
fared well there, so the fourth place 328 it
posted this year was somewhat heartening.
Wooster A won with a 313, its B team had
324, and Ashland was one better than Ken-
yon at 327. Wooster's Dave Mottice was
medalist with a one-ov- er 73 on the day.
"We're not overjoyed by it," Coach Mike
Pilger said, "but it's a start. We have a long
way to go and this is just the beginning."
Junior Andrew Art led Kenyon with a 78,
good for fifth individually, while classmate
Matt Alcorn finished with a 79. The Lords
also "had to count an 84 by senior Russell
Brightman, who had five penalty strokes on
the day and an 87 by junior Alex Hinrichs.
Perhaps most surprising was Hinrichs'
score. The redhead from Texas has seen
much success at Kenyon in his career, in-
cluding a 79 stroke average last season.
"What can I say?", Hinrichs said. "I'm
preoccupied with the NCAA tournament
right now. Plus I spent too much time at
Gilley's over vacation. I'll be back."
This weekend may be perfect medicine for
Hinrichs, as the team will be playing at
Muskingum while the rest of the campus is
having sensitive time with their parents.
Hinrichs was fourth two years ago at this
tournament, with a 75-7- 4 149 total.
Highlights at Wooster were few and far be-
tween. Art's round included four birdies, but
Alcorn had the oddest sub-p- ar holes. The
course is a nine-hol- e layout and the teams go
around twice in the tournament. Amazingly,
Alcorn holed wedge shots on 1 and 10, both
for eagle twos.
"It kind of shows how poorly I played,"
said the Irwin, Pa. native. "I'm just a regular
guy who got lucky."
The strokers are quite thin right now, as
only eight players remain on the team. Senior
Mike Collyer missed Saturday, but should
give the team a boost upon his return.
The Nation's Bed & Breakfast
for Poets & Writers
Pudding House
60 N. Main St.
Johnstown, Ohio 43031
FREE Breakfast, FREE use of Electric Typewriter, all the paper you can use
while here. Beautiful Comfortable Rooms wwriting desk, on 2 bike paths, 2
blocks from community park, 12 block from Town Square, kitchen
priv. weekly rates negotiable. Services for prosbeginners. Home of the
Ohio Poetry Therapy Center & Library &
Pudding Magazine & Publications.
614-967-60- 60
ReservationDeposit Required, 14 day Cancellation policy,
Operated by Jennifer & Jim Bosveld, Member OBBA, ABBA
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Senate sessions.
Professor McKeown said some members of
Senate did not like the distinction between
"inclusive" and "exclusive" housing groups,
and the majority wanted this distinction
omitted completely. He reiterated Professor
Davidson's comments by stating there was a
"strong sentiment" for treating all housing
groups the same way. A majority of Senate
also did not agree with the strong co-e- d
preference of the Commission, recommend-
ing instead that the single-se- x option remain
for those students who want it.
Professor Davidson stated that a rough
majority of the Senate endorsed the concept
of "proportional housing," which operates
under the idea that the percentage of group
housing in any dorm would be roughly equal
to the percentage of groups in the campus
body as a whole. If reorganization of the
housing structure does take place, student de-
mand and student preference should be em-
phasized.
Professor McKeown said the current group
housing system is concentrated on the three
dorms at the South End of campus. The
Senate recommended that the administration
think about moving groups out into all the
upperclass dorms. There was a consensus,
too, that although housing groups should ex-
ist, housing group members had advantages
that non-housi- ng group members lacked. He
agreed with Professor Davidson that the lack
of options for sophomore women is "a major
inequity," and went on to say that because
the Commission's proposals did not deal with
this sort of problem directly, other inequities
may be the result. The division of group
housing into allupperclass dorms would im-
prove this situation.
Honors
Continued from page one
a student but has been an English professor
for the college since 1965. He plans to retire
from teaching at the end of this academic
year. Crump is an alumnus of Hamilton Col-
lege and worked at University of Wisconsin
and Yale University before coming to Ken-yo- n.
He acted as chair of the Kenyon English
department from 1973 to 1977. Crump has
also been editor of the Kenyon Review from
1982 until 1988 and worked as either pro-
fessor or director of the Kenyon-Exet- er pro-
gram in Exeter, England. In 1988 he became
the first incumbent of the Ransom chair, an
endowed professorship honoring poet and
critic John Crowe Ransom. Crump
specializes in Shakespearean and 17th cen-
tury English literature.
The ceremony is free and open to the
public.
EPA
Continued from page one
grams across the states and trying harder to
prevent illegal dumping are two ways to help
the environment. Requiring industries to
design more recyclable products is another
possibility. Wiard stressed that by becoming
aware of the need for recycling anybody can
help save the environment.
The Knox County Board of Commission-
ers' President, Dick Mavis, discussed the
history of the Thayer Road landfill and the
impact the 592 Bill would have on Knox
County. Knox County residents began dump-
ing trash on the 60 acre landfill as early as
1948. In 1979 the EPA found that the site
had reached its capacity and considered clos-
ing the dump. The county purchased approx
imately 200 acres adjacent to the original
landfill. They used mostly the dirt on this
land in order to extend the life of the original
dump site. Finally, the use of the landfill has
been extended by the EPA from 1982 until
June of 1991.
Mavis hopes that if certain changes are
made the Ohio EPA will allow the. dump to
operate until 1992 in order to save some costs
He suggests that if the elevation of the dump
is extended and the trash restacked so that
the sides are higher than the middle the dump
will be safer. Since an alternative dumping
site has not yet been found, the board of''
commissioners worries about the cost of the
new policy.
-
It is going to cost the county $675,000 to
monitor the landfill for 30 years following
the closure in order to evaluate any possible
damage. If Knox County decides to have
curb collections of recyclable trash, it will
cost both the individual and the companies
that haul the trash extra money. Costs will
also increase if in three to five years the dump
site is turned into a transfer station where
trash is only held temporarily.
Mavis mentioned that the 1988 solid waste
law gives responsibility to solve the landfill
dilemma to the county commissioners office.
He urged the audience that while no concrete
solution has been offered, the community
should not allow big corporations to solve
what is a local problem. The residents who
each produce between 3.5 to five pounds of
trash each day must take responsibility.
Lacrosse
Continued from page ten
shot through traffic that the OWU goalie
never saw.
Senior Jim Johnston managed the other
goal. In one motion, Johnston picked up a
ground ball about five yards in front of the
goal and flicked a no-loo- k shot behind his
shoulder for the score.
"It's something I've tried before," said
Johnston, "but this is the first time it actually
worked."
Through three quarters, OWU led 13-- 5.
The guests went on to score four more times
to account for the final of 17-- 5. Senior goalie
Chris Alpaugh played well against one of the
top offenses in the nation, and his crushing
hit on one OWU attacker will be a highlight
of the season. Alpaugh thwarted a sure
breakaway by coming way out of the net to
flatten a helpless visitor who was catching a
pass over his shoulder.
"If I don't do that, he has a one on one,"
said Alpaugh. "I just had to cut it off at the
source."
It was another Alpaugh highlight that
picked the Lords up during their weekend
visit to Oberlin. After a rough start in the
first quarter, Oberlin led by as many as four
goals. The Lords came back and were down
7-- 6 when Alpaugh took things into his own
hands. The senior saw daylight and went
coast to coast for his first-ev- er goal as a col-
legian.
From then until the end of the third
quarter, the Lords had things under control.
The defense buckled down and Dagbovie
blitzed the Yeomen for six goals. By the time
the final period came around, Kenyon led
14-- 9 and seemed to have tamed the unor-
thodox upstarts of the NCAC. '
But the Yeomen were scrappers all day and
fought back, tying the score at fourteen.
They denied Dagbovie the ball and
bewildered Kenyon with their weird offense.
"There was no continuity to what they
did," said senior defenseman Jamie Koratsis.
"We didn't play well at times, but they
frustrated us."
Johnston, though, would save the day. In
the final minute, Oberlin concentrated on de-
nying any offensive passes. So Johnston took
it himself and scored his fourth goal of the
day with just seven seconds left, giving Ken-
yon a 15-1- 4 win.
"I was relieved to score," said Johnston.
"It was not a game we wanted to see go into
overtime."
Mark Stearns, Andy Meehan, Eric
Brockett, and Lombardi provided the rest of
the offense for the team, as each put in one
goal.
The Lords will be at home on Saturday
against Marietta in a non-conferen- ce game. It
will start at 1:30 p.m.
continued from page eleven
The Froor Is
In The FuDDinG
Minimum Wage Increase
Affects Student Pay
On April the national minimum wage wa
raised from $3.35 an hour to $3.80 an hour
This will represent a pay hike for Kenyon stu
dent employees who are payed according tc
the national rate. P. Wesley Tutchings, direc
tor of student employment, commented tha
the increase is the first that the country ha
had in eight
,
years. Tutchings is expectin.
another increase to $4.25 next April if th,
plan is approved by Congress. Because of th;
changes in the middle of the school year these
wage increases will be in effect for the las
two pay periods this year, and next year unti
the second increase. Tutchings explainec
that the frequency of the pay raises ma;
cause some administrative confusion but tha
the school and ARA are both "committed tt
meeting minimum wage."
For Complimentary
Facial or Interview
Call: (614) 427-333- 7
Your Mary Kay Consultant
P.O. Bo 565 Gambwr, OH 43022
Seeking an adult choir director and organist for Faith Lutheran Church, 170
Mansfield Avenue, Mount Vernon, OH 43050. Organ is an Allen 100 series digital
computer organ. Please send resume to above address. For more information, call
(614) 392-765- 1 or (614) 393-366- 6.
club Downtown
' Mount Vernon
397-994- 0
Open 6 days a week, noon-2:3- 0 a.m., closed Tuesdays
Serving homemade Deli lunches and soups
Accept all major credit cards
Weekly Events
Saturday Dance to the tunes of DJ Jim Bonnette of B&B
Sound.
Sunday Food Specials and "Play Pool."
Monday Play your choice of tunes on the "Juke Box."
Wednesday "Over the hump night" with half-pric- e drinks
for Ladies from 7:00-9:0- 0 p.m.
Thursday - College Night with draft beer by the mug all
night.
Friday Men's Night Half price beer from 7:00-9:0- 0
p.m.
Comedy Break
Lingerie Lady Show
Coming Soon
Special Happenings
Professional Comedians every other
Wednesday of April. $3.00 per
person $5.00 per couple.
Every other Friday of each month.
$2.00 per person $3.00 per couple.
A variety of Live Bands on Thursday
nights
18 and over night on Thursday nights
